The T-R-E-E
Model
Getting to the ROOT cause
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INVITATION
TO DRAW A
TREE
I invite you to draw your own TREE on a piece of
paper, and list down as many of the aspects under
each category that come to mind!
This will help us focus during the sessions and
possibly highlight a pattern that we can then work
though to process and resolve.
I also invite you to observe things as you are
having various experiences or triggers and fill out
the Tree diagram each time – or you can always
just make some notes on a piece of paper under
the headings.
Also, have you ask your pain what is it trying to tell
you? What does it want? What does it need?
What does it represent?
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Your TREE
This TREE model can help you to identify and
break down what you what you are experiencing
so you can tap on the aspects yourself or we can
work though them together.
T is for Trunk or Trigger
R is for Roots
E is for Energy
E is for Experience
There are four components of any tree — the leaves, branches, trunk,
and roots.
TRUNK: Triggers/Events
The trunk of the tree represents events related to the health
problem. There are two types of events that might be involved —
the cause of the problem (for example a car accident or illness)
and the diagnosis (for example when you were told that you have
a herniated disc and will eventually need surgery).
ROOTS: Limiting Beliefs
The roots, which represent limiting beliefs, are the part of the tree
that many people find most difficult to identify initially. Limiting
beliefs include things like “all men in my family have bad backs”, “I
can never lose weight”, “I have the worst allergies my doctor has
ever seen”, “I have a degenerating spine and even a minor car
accident could paralyze me”.
LEAVES: Symptoms
The leaves represent symptoms. Symptoms could include pain,
headaches, insomnia, allergies, side effects from drugs, etc.
Basically any complaint that might prompt you to go to the doctor
or seek help.
BRANCHES: Emotions
The branches represent emotions about the symptoms. Any
health problem, particular when it is chronic, causes an emotional
response. Common emotional responses to health problems
include fear, frustration, aggravation, grief, sadness, anxiety,
depression, or anger.
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Hi there, I'm Lisa
HOW IN CONTROL OF YOUR MIND &
BODY ARE YOU?
I know all too well what it's like to be out of balance. This
use to be my story ... but it's not anymore!
I've turned my life around and now help other women to
take back control of their lives, eliminate anxiety, stop and
prevent panic attacks, enjoy restful nights' sleep, feel free of
pain and reclaim their energy levels!
They now experience more fulfilling and emotionally
connected relationships, are present with their families, and
have discovered that balance is NOT an illusion!
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And I know it is all possible for you too!

Unlock the Power
of your own healing!
Book a limited time Clarity Session
with me to discover your next steps

Together let's create clarity around where
you are now, what you've tried in the past
and we'll discuss a plan to help you
achieve more balance!

CLICK HERE NOW!
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You have all the
resources
available to you!
The next step is
about learning
how you can
access them all!
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Client Feedback
Louise Geary - I was amazed at the seeming simplicity of
the process and how very quickly I was able to drop below
the surface worries to the deep cause of the issue that I
wanted to explore. We worked on healing the pain from
the original childhood wounding and letting it go. In fact
once the understanding and opening to the original pain
occurred, everything shifted. Since then I have been
much stronger emotionally. I have a deep sense of safety
and courage that doesn't require me to force myself to be
courageous, as I used to. And I feel that I am good
enough exactly as I am. I am loved and valued for who I
am, quirkiness, weirdness and all.

Gna - I was able to clarify what was holding me back and
now have the energy and focus to move forward feeling
positive and motivated. The process of clarifying the
problem that had been festering, disarming the distress it
was causing, taking away the learnings, creating a new
story/belief and imprinting this in my being was very
powerful.

Carita Gronroos – I was able to clear the fear/anxiety that I
felt around being me and embracing my power. I’ve had
the deepest sleep and have since gone onto pursue my
dreams.

Megan Chambers – Working with Lisa has helped me to
move forward in areas of my life where I was holding
myself back but couldn’t understand why or what to do
to move past it.

IF YOU WANT MORE
LEARNINGS AND
INSIGHTS...
JOIN THE FREE MINDBODY
RESET & REWIRE GROUP
HERE NOW
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Let's Connect
@lisagumieniuk
@lisagumieniukcoach
@groups/chaostoclarityreset
@lisa-gumieniuk
lisa@lisagumieniuk.com
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